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Abstract
Engaging texts produced by the so-called Islamic State and some of its Muslim opponents,
particularly as they treat the enslavement and sexual use/abuse of female captives, this
essay argues for a nuanced account of how actors invoke and claim tradition. The Islamic
State’s capture, sale, and rape of Yazidi women and girls have garnered media attention. It
has also generated attempts by IS to justify their deeds as religiously legitimate—not just
permissible but actively good—a triumphalist reflection of the Islamic State’s authority, its
enactment of a continuous Muslim legal tradition, and a proving ground for the moral
improvement of its adherents. I assess the disparate ways IS presents enslavement in its
English-language propaganda and its Arabic legal manuals and compare its appeals to
authority and precedent with those of its Muslim opponents. Muslims confronted with IS’s
actions and proclamations engage in disaffirmation, distancing, and denial, ranging from the
rejection of IS’s claim to be Islamic to more sophisticated attempts to rebut its interpretation
of sacred sources and historical precedent. Both IS and its Muslim opponents propose
historically-grounded notions of legitimacy that affirm their actions as properly Islamic to a
variety of audiences, Muslim and non-Muslim.
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Introduction
In February 2015, journalist Graeme Wood caused a stir with “What ISIS Really Wants,”
published in The Atlantic.1 Wood’s article focuses on the Islamic State’s apocalyptic religious
vision, since analyzed more fully by Will McCants.2 Among other things, Wood asserts that the
group is, as Bernard Haykel puts it, “smack in the middle of the medieval tradition,” which
includes things that shock and repulse observers, Muslim and non-Muslim alike—including, it
seems, savage violence and slavery. 3 Its deployment of brutality, especially its capture,
enslavement, sale, and rape of women from Iraq’s Yazidi minority, are among the issues
mentioned when the question is asked: Is the Islamic State in fact Islamic?
Though Wood grants that most Muslims do not support IS, and acknowledges the role of
interpretation in formulating its doctrines, the overall impression conveyed by the article is that
Muslims who deny that IS fairly represents Islam are either apologists or simply do not really
know anything about Islam. The article quickly attracted rebuttals.4 More than one commentator
has pointed out that treating IS as a legitimate representative of the Islamic tradition, as seriously
religious and dedicated to the texts “shared by all Sunni Muslims,” bolsters the group’s agenda.5
Wood was right that IS lays claim to the tradition, citing canonical texts, yet it also seems a
stretch to insist, as Haykel contends, that “these guys have just as much legitimacy as anyone
else.”6 Religious studies scholars are not tasked with judging which groups are “Islamic” or “unIslamic.”7 Rather, the job is to analyze how various actors make claims to represent, understand,
or further their tradition.8 One can do so while still making distinctions between various religious
actors and situating religious claims in an historical and social framework.
In her classic 1986 essay "Tradition as a Modality of Change: Islamic Examples," Marilyn
Waldman argues that in Muslim societies, appeals to tradition do not serve to maintain the status
quo but rather to promote change by appealing to the perceived authoritativeness of some past
practice or precedent.9 More recently, Zareena Grewal defines tradition as “a process of debate
over what links past, present, and future in a continuity that is meaningful and authoritative.”
Rather than “understanding … tradition as a discrete body of ideas and practices [preserved]
from the past [that] survive into the present and persist into the future,” she advocates closer
scrutiny of “how tradition moves over time … as a mediation process that is reflexive and
selective.” In this process, “Custodians,” sometimes self-appointed, “decide which elements
should be emphasized, highlighted, even added in order to ensure the tradition’s survival in the
future.”10 Both IS and its detractors claim custodianship of the tradition. Without asserting that all
are equally close to the norms generally espoused by the bulk of Muslim thinkers and believers
over the centuries, scholars of religion must attend to the elements emphasized, highlighted,
added, and—I would argue—subtracted in contemporary contestations of Islam. Slavery serves
as a useful test case to assess arguments over tradition.
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Violence, victimization, and media attention
This essay addresses religio-legal interpretation, but any discussion of violence and its
justifications must address the real violence inflicted on real people in real places. Whose
victimization merits attention has, deservedly, been a major theme discussed in the United States
and elsewhere in the last year, as the media treats deaths at the hands of terrorists, so-called
lone-wolf shooters, police officers, and military forces very differently. What forms do narratives of
violence take? When is violence terror, an inevitable outgrowth of a violent tradition, and when is
it mundane and individual? When is it nearly invisible? Whose suffering merits notice? Whose
lives matter?
United States drones terrorize swathes of Arab and Asian lands but seek to fly under the radar of
American public opinion. IS has deliberately courted media attention with its spectacular
brutalities. Barely known before 2014, IS now dominates headlines disproportionate to the
territory it controls and the body count it racks up.11 As Jessica Stern and J. M. Berger write, “To
simply highlight ISIS’s barbarity is inadequate to undercut its messaging goals; in many cases, it
accomplishes them.” They highlight the way beheading creates fear: “In the Western world, in the
twenty-first century, the idea of a beheading was something unreal, archaic, a vaguely
understood and little-contemplated relic of a distant past.”12 Slavery is not nearly so distant
temporally from beheadings, but it also has the feel of something archaic, primitive, and horrible,
especially when it merges violence and sex.
Mass media transforms some information into signal while other information remains simply
noise.13 Women’s suffering in wartime is typically noise, not perceived as a form of terrorism—not
even necessarily as news—but as a ‘women’s issue.’14 The deplorable capture, rape, and sale of
Yazidi women, which came to the fore of the news cycle in summer 2014, like the previous
spring’s kidnapping of hundreds of girls by Nigerian separatists Boko Haram, amplified the signal
of Muslim fanaticism. No Orientalist trope is as powerful as that of the oppression of Muslim
women or the oppression of women by Muslims.15 Sex and violence make an irresistible
combination. Accounts of enslaved Yazidi women and girls presented in journalist Rukmini
Callimachi’s New York Times article exploring IS’s “theology of rape” fit into a familiar narrative of
Muslim barbarism.16 So too Callimachi’s exposé of the systematic, coercive use of contraception
and abortion by Islamic State soldiers to make possible the ready transfer and continual sexual
availability of their captives, which refers to the “medieval codes” on which IS draws to justify its
practices.17
Such accounts, both true and terrible, do political work. As Irvin Schick pointed out nearly two
decades ago, “political capital continues to be made of the sufferings, whether systematic or
isolated, of non-European women.” Though he advocates “neither indifference, nor abject
relativism,” he insists that one must “bear in mind the geopolitical matrix within which these
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images of victimized oriental women circulate.”18 Lila Abu-Lughod’s Do Muslim Women Need
Saving? illuminates the white savior complex that frames much reporting on and humanitarian
intervention in lands where Muslims live; she illustrates the ways in which women’s suffering has
been coopted and repurposed to justify imperialist warfare.19
In some respects, the capture and rape of Yazidi women are ordinary actions. Sexual violence
against women in wartime is epidemic. Muslim troops are by no means unique in violating women
and girls. Rape has been used systematically as a weapon of war in Bosnia, Rwanda, and
Colombia and, reaching back further into the twentieth century, in China by Japanese soldiers
and in Bangladesh by Pakistani soldiers. Muslim women were systematically raped in Bosnia and
Bangladesh, by non-Muslims in one case and Muslims in the other.20 U.N. peacekeeping forces
have been implicated in patterns of sexual assault.21 American soldiers have been guilty of the
same around the globe, and within military ranks. Beyond occasional rogue soldiers who rape,
U.S. military and intelligence services have routinely used sexualized torture and humiliation.22
If sexual violence is all too common in conflict zones, leaving aside the deplorable forms it takes
in what we might call ordinary life, why emphasize the criminal behavior of Muslim insurgencies?
Why not treat the systematic capture and sale of Yazidi women and girls as a form of sex
trafficking or wartime rape? By using the term slavery, does one confer legitimacy on IS claims to
be following Islamic law? Is taking seriously IS propaganda—even attempts to refute it from within
Islam—a concession that Muslim behavior can be explained through religious doctrine? My aim is
not to grant IS propaganda status as a legitimate or full explanation of its actions or motives.
Rather, it is to understand a series of attempts at tradition-making, taking slavery as a case study.
The Islamic State has attempted to justify the capture, enslavement, and sale of women and girls
as religiously meritorious: not just acceptable but a positive good. Rather than grudgingly grant its
permissibility, or merely matter-of-factly assume its legality as most premodern texts do, IS
proclaims enslavement a triumphalist reflection of its own legitimacy. Muslims confronted with
IS’s actions and proclamations engage in a ritualized dance of disaffirmation, of distancing, of
rejection and denial. The ways they do so range from the commonsensical, if naïve and
religiously problematic, rejection of IS’ claim to be Islamic—in other words, takfīr—to more
sophisticated attempts to rebut its interpretation of sacred sources and historical precedent.23 The
quest for both IS and its Muslim opponents alike is to frame a notion of authority that legitimates
their actions to a variety of audiences, Muslim and non-Muslim.
Interlude: Chattel slavery, sex slavery, and the Orientalist imagination
For most Americans, the term slavery evokes racialized chattel slavery as practiced on Southern
plantations, in the field and the master's house. This is a limited and partial view of the range and
scope of American slavery, which extended beyond the South, beyond the cotton field, into
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workshops and trade, and involved considerable sexual and other types of violence. Muslim
practices of capture, enslavement, and slaveholding were even more diverse across the
geographical and chronological breadth of Muslim civilization. Slavery in court-linked households
in Mughal-ruled India and the Mamluk and Ottoman Empires differed from domestic and tradebased slavery in Sub-Saharan Africa.24 Captivity with the usual aim of ransom by Barbary
corsairs was different still.25
For quite some time, the idea prevailed (including in writings by sympathetic non-Muslims) that
Islamic slavery was mild while American slavery was harsh.26 In fact, some forms and practices
of slavery among Muslims or by Muslims could be equally harsh. Laws might be closely followed
or not.27 Practices could be harsher than rules or not. Legal discussions having to do with slavery
might be grounded in concrete circumstances of enslavement or not. One may generalize,
however, to note that the purchase of female slaves for sex as well as domestic service was an
enduring aspect of slave markets.28 The form of slavery IS is interested in reviving, the
enslavement and sexual use of females captured from enemies, has the most purchase on the
Western imagination, envisioning women imprisoned and used for sex: a somewhat more brutal
instantiation of the harem. If one accepts that IS’ tactics are chosen in part for the reaction they
aim to provoke, media reaction to enslavement would seem to justify it. Additionally, the
availability of sex, whether with captive women or through marriages arranged by a marriage
bureau, serves as an incentive for recruiting fighters.29
Tradition and moderation: The "Open Letter to Al-Baghdadi"
A handful of documents by IS and its detractors published in late 2014 and early 2015 present
competing conceptions of authority, precedent, and history: two manuals and two articles from
the Islamic State and a coauthored “Open Letter” to the leader, fighters, and followers of IS by a
diverse group of self-identified scholars and religious figures, condemning IS’ actions, including
enslavement, as incompatible with Islam.30 These writings present contradictory perspectives on
the permissibility and desirability of slavery in the contemporary world, and reveal a great deal
about how diverse actors deploy history and understand the concepts of the permissible and the
forbidden.
The contours of the Islamic State’s two main approaches to justifying slavery can be better
understood through a brief exploration of one outside attempt to rebut its legitimacy and views.
The “Open Letter to Al-Baghdadi” was presented at a press conference and published online in
September 2014, after the media’s attention in summer 2014 to the enslavement of Yazidi
women and girls. The Council on American-Islamic Relations took the lead on its release, in
conjunction with the Fiqh Council of North America.31 The letter foregrounds the issue of
legitimate authority. Its 126 (male) signatories are global, including scholars and religious figures
from Uzbekistan, the Sudan, Iceland, and the United States. Its modes of presentation and
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argumentation are slick and geared toward media accessibility, though the mainstream media did
not pay much attention to it.32 Its English-only executive summary begins: “It is forbidden in Islam
to issue fatwas without all the necessary learning requirements”; moreover, “It is forbidden in
Islam to ignore the reality of contemporary times when deriving legal rulings.”33 Although “It is
permissible in Islam [for scholars] to differ on any matter, except those fundamentals of religion
that all Muslims must know,” the list focuses on the forbidden. Of the twenty-four points of the
“executive summary,” more than three quarters (nineteen) declare something to be forbidden in
Islam.34
Among the acts and beliefs it declares forbidden is contemporary enslavement. The summary
declares: “The re-introduction of slavery is forbidden in Islam. It was abolished by universal
consensus.” The body of the letter, which runs to twenty-three pages, goes on to make a more
detailed two-paragraph argument as to why slavery is forbidden today.35 It posits a trajectory of
social progress that encompasses all of humanity, while insisting that Muslims may legitimately
claim its basic principles as part of their essential belief structure: “No scholar of Islam disputes
that one of Islam’s aims is to abolish slavery.” This claim is both absurd and ahistorical, or
perhaps absurd because it is so blatantly ahistorical.36 Certainly, one may posit within Muslim
tradition “an emancipatory ethic”—a consistent preference for freeing slaves and a reluctance to
enslave (so a foundling, for instance, could not be taken as a slave).37 Muslim theologians have
been uncomfortable with slavery, just as some were uncomfortable with killing animals. But
emancipation is an ameliorative practice, and does not presume abolition; indeed, it accepts that
enslavement and slaveholding will continue and thus require regulation. Still, the letter’s claim
merits further exploration. It views slavery’s abolition as not only a Muslim victory but one of
humanity writ large: “For over a century, Muslims, and indeed the entire world, have been united
in the prohibition and criminalization of slavery, which was a milestone in human history when it
was finally achieved.”38
Despite this reference to all of humanity, the letter’s main focus is Islam. It argues that there was
“a century of Muslim consensus on the prohibition of slavery” which IS has now violated by taking
“women as concubines.”39 They have also broken covenants since “all the Muslim countries in
the world are signatories of anti-slavery conventions.” They cite Q Isrāʾ 17:34 to insist that
Muslims must uphold their covenants; therefore, Muslims must not reintroduce slavery. The
section concludes by insisting that “You [al-Baghdādī] bear the responsibility of this great crime
and all the reactions which this may lead to against all Muslims.” The “Open Letter” appeals not to
truth or falsehood but to a desire to preserve Muslim life, well-being, and reputation from the
depredations of unspecified actors.
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Islamic State propaganda: Dabiq
One may read the fourth issue of Dabiq, IS’ online English-language propaganda magazine,
which was published the following month, as a response to this “Open Letter.” An article entitled
“The Revival of Slavery Before the Hour” treats the “abandonment of slavery” as part of the
“abandonment of Sharī’ah law” and “the rise of tāghūt law” which also involved “the desertion of
jihād.”40 Imagining Muslim history through a reductive, distorted lens, IS deems the “revival” of
this authentic early practice as a sign of its own efficacy and legitimacy. It frames enslavement as
part of a campaign against Western enemies as well as against neutered Muslims who have
abandoned the practice of slaveholding. Muslims’ fall from glory coincided with the abandonment
of slavery; the revival of slavery has practical, symbolic, and apocalyptic significance. It will,
according to Dabiq, save Muslims from sexual sin: “the desertion of slavery” has resulted in an
increase in sexual misconduct “because the shar’ī alternative to marriage is not available.”
Additionally, “prohibited khalwah [or] (seclusion)” leads to illicit sex “between the man and the
maid, whereas if she were his concubine, the marriage would be legal. This again is from the
consequences of abandoning jihād and chasing after the dunyā.”41
Beyond the practical rationale for reviving slavery, it signifies IS’ resumption of jihad, and its
success in that realm. It touts “this large-scale enslavement of mushrik families [as] probably the
first since the abandonment of this Sharī’ah law”—though it acknowledges the “much smaller”
example of “the enslavement of Christian women and children in the Philippines and Nigeria by
the mujāhidīn there.”42 It prevents sexual sin (the major concern of an article in a later issue,
“Slave-Girls or Prostitutes?”, published under a female pseudonym43), affirms IS’ power and
prowess, and carries apocalyptic weight. A convoluted interpretation of a prophecy about the End
Times attributed to Muḥammad mentions slavery and seems thus to require the existence of
slavery as both foreshadowing and helping bring about the Last Judgment (“the Hour”). The
Dabiq article declares it “interesting to note that slavery has been mentioned as one of the signs
of the Hour as well as one of the causes behind al-Malhamah al-Kubrā,”44 the great battle
between believers and “Rome”—now understood as Westerners, including Americans—that
presages the End Times.45
IS embraces the familiar revivalist model of a pristine early period followed by decline. It presents
its version of Islamic morality as indisputable, describing Muslims who disagree as “weak-minded
and weak hearted.” While the “Open Letter” describes slavery as “something the Shariah worked
tirelessly to undo,” Dabiq describes “enslaving the families of the kuffār and taking their women
as concubines” as “a firmly established aspect of the Sharī’ah that if one were to deny or mock,
he would be denying or mocking the verses of the Qur’ān and the narrations of the Prophet
(sallallāhu ‘alayhi wa sallam), and thereby apostatizing from Islam.” 'Umm Sumayyah alMuhajirah,' author of the aforementioned Dabiq article “Slave-Girls or Prostitutes?”, scorns
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Muslim “quasi men” who live among non-Muslims, accept human rights norms, and consider
“taking a slave-girl as a concubine” to be rape.46
In her study of American Muslim knowledge seekers, Grewal notes that “the reformist narrative of
rupture depicts tradition in the recent past as a moral departure or degeneration from its own
beginnings; they define their authority in the present as a recurrence, but not a continuation, of
the raw potential of Islam’s foundation.”47 Both Dabiq and the “Open Letter” acknowledge
discontinuity in the practice of slavery. In the case of Dabiq, their revival of slavery attempts to
actualize that “raw potential.” The “Open Letter,” by contrast, posits a moral trajectory in which the
essential seed of abolition planted has now borne fruit: the present stands as culmination of a
continuous tradition, in which it is the "raw potential" for abolition that has finally been actualized.
Islamic State jurisprudence: The Research and Fatwa Department
In contrast to Dabiq’s articles, which acknowledge disagreement between contemporary Muslims
over the permissibility of slavery and which emphasize the contemporary resurrection of an
abandoned practice, Arabic legal publications by the Islamic State acknowledge no discontinuity
in the practice of enslavement and slave concubinage, nor disagreement about their basic
permissibility. Whereas Dabiq’s propaganda emphasizes revival and chastises weak Muslim
opponents, IS’ Research and Fatwa Department echoes the “Open Letter” in its publications by
pretending a seamless continuity with the religious-scholarly tradition of the past, even as its texts
make clear just how distant and unfamiliar that past is.
One of these Arabic documents was released online in late 2014. A five-page pamphlet entitled
“Questions and Answers on Captives and Slaves” lists as its publisher “the Islamic State
Research and Fatwa Department.”48 A longer manual entitled “The Captive (sabī): Rulings and
Questions” was published earlier in 2014.49 It situates practical rules within a more fleshed-out
legal and theological frame. Both texts, in different ways, provide straightforward guidance for
ugly practices; presume their audience’s unfamiliarity with basic elements of jurisprudence
governing enslavement; and juxtapose advocacy of the enslavement of unbelievers and
acceptance of the rape of children with theological reflection on the potential injustice of slavery,
the merit to be gained by recognizing the humanity of enslaved people, and the deep moral
weight of ownership. Here, Stern and Berger’s remark on IS’ “strange but potent new blend of
utopianism and appalling carnage” is apt.50
“Questions and Answers” contains thirty-two catechistic questions. It affirms the permissibility of
men “having sex with slaves who have not reached puberty,” specifying, as classical texts do
when they discuss sex with minors, that the slaves must be “fit for sex”; otherwise they may be
enjoyed without intercourse.51 They may be beaten to correct a fault. They can be bought, sold,
and given. They are property.
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The very basic nature of some of the questions answered suggests the deep unfamiliarity of the
institution of slavery to its target audience. It asks, “What is a ‘sabī?’” It asks, “If a female slave is
married, does her husband or her master have the right to have sex with her?” Although the
pretense of the Q&A is that this is an institution for which texts and scholarship provide all the
answers, the inclusion of such basic material makes clear that its audience has no idea about
things that were taken for granted in the premodern legal tradition. This presumably reflects both
the unfamiliarity of slavery to several generations of Middle Easterners and the fact that the
audience for the pamphlet is comprised of laypeople with no legal training. Premodern legal texts
generally proceed casuistically, stating a complicated case and then addressing the various
issues that arise from such permutations. Basic rules are typically presumed rather than stated
directly. Here, however, the practical and not jurisprudential import of the queries and responses
is clear.
“The Captive,” too, begins by dissecting the terms sabī and sabāyā. It then segues into a lengthy
set of anecdotes about the Prophet Muḥammad and some of his Companions. These serve not
merely to illustrate particular precedents but to paint a portrait of a society in which enslavement
of captives and the sexual use of female slaves was part of the status quo. The examples it
includes, taken from ḥadīth compilations and other early texts, record specific instances of
behavior in order to weigh in on whether, for instance, one might practice withdrawal with a
female captive in order to attempt to prevent pregnancy. In this new context, the anecdotes
portray enslavement as a central practice of the pious forbears (salaf) who constitute the
movement’s central exemplars.
Although the manual takes pains to show that Muḥammad and other Companions owned slaves,
including those taken in battle, slaveholding nonetheless poses potent problems. If all are slaves
of God, how can some people own others? This theological conundrum is answered with an
appeal to God’s actions: it is God who has “placed your brothers under your hands.” Potential
unease is further assuaged by owners’ obligations of good treatment: they are to feed and clothe
these enslaved “brothers” from what they themselves feed and clothe themselves, and not to
impose work on them that they cannot bear.52
Despite the assumption that its audience will be unaware of the legal treatment of matters
involving slaves, the short pamphlet and longer manual present themselves as part of a
continuous scholarly tradition, evoked through the use of terms such as “consensus” (ijmāʿ) and
“disagreement” (ikhtilāf). Their doctrines are generally consonant with the classical tradition. Yet
their mode of presenting these rules inadvertently attests to their strangeness in this vastly
changed context. When the pamphlet insists, “There is no disagreement among the ‘ulama about
the permissibility of [taking] disbelieving concubines,” it affirms a classical doctrine. At the same
time, its pointed focus on something that would once have been too obvious to bother mentioning
points to the need to relegitimize basic elements of a defunct worldview. The pamphlet also
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invokes scholarly consensus in a later entry, about whether a slave manumitted as expiation of a
sin other than inadvertent killing must be a Muslim. The pamphlet alludes to specific substantive
disagreements between scholars as part of its discussion, sometimes identifying its views as the
“majority” or “stronger” position. The longer manual does more with these differences, signaling
dispute on a number of questions between adherents of different schools before siding with one
or the other group, often through an opinion of the fourteenth-century scholar Ibn Qayyim alJawziyyah. By contrast, the “Open Letter” insists on the permissibility of scholarly disagreement
but gives few examples; it prefers the generalized grand declaration of absolutes.
Assumptions operative in some of the pamphlet’s questions and answers are telling. Unbelief is
the criterion for legitimately taking captives, but some queries presume that slaves will convert
and practice Muslim rituals. For instance, it explains what female slaves must cover in prayer.
More broadly, some material imagines the integration of female slaves into households, families,
and community. One query asks whether a female slave has a right to a portion of her master’s
time, as each wife in a polygynous marriage would. The answer—though she does not have a
right to a share, her owner must enable her to keep chaste, so he must have sex with her himself,
marry her off, or sell her to another owner who can provide for her—is of a piece with the longer
manual’s concern for the appropriate feeding and clothing of slaves. These documents
disconcertingly juxtapose the stark and sometimes brutal claims of owners over slaves’ bodies
with pious concern for the enslaved people’s human needs for food, clothing, and sex.
These recognitions of the common humanity of slave owners and enslaved people are largely
absent from the partial translation of the pamphlet published by the Middle East Media Research
Institute (MEMRI).53 Though MEMRI has been criticized for presenting a biased picture of
contemporary Muslim and Middle Eastern perspectives by, for instance, cherry-picking
unrepresentative texts, its translations are generally accurate. MEMRI’s version of “Questions
and Answers” includes twenty-five of the original thirty-two entries. A closely attentive reader may
notice that the numbers jump from 22 to 24 and 25 to 27, but entries 28–32, the final entries, are
omitted without any indication that they have been removed other than the brief prefatory note
that the translation is of “excerpts from the pamphlet.”
MEMRI’s introductory blurb combines dispassionate recitation of facts with a selective
highlighting of salient details:
The Research and Fatwa Department of the Islamic State (ISIS) has released a
pamphlet on the topic of female captives and slaves. The pamphlet, which is dated
Muharram 1436 (October/November 2014) and was printed by ISIS's publishing
house, Al-Himma Library, is titled Su’al wa-Jawab fi al-Sabi wa-Riqab (“Questions
and Answers on Taking Captives and Slaves”). It was presumably released in
response to the uproar caused by the many reports this summer that ISIS had taken
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Yazidi girls and women as sex slaves. Written in the form of questions and answers,
it clarifies the position of Islamic law (as ISIS interprets it) on various relevant issues,
and states, among other things, that it is permissible to have sexual intercourse with
non-Muslim slaves, including young girls, and that it is also permitted to beat them
and trade in them.54
Like the New York Times articles on the rape of Yazidi captives, the MEMRI translation focuses
the readers’ attention on two points: “it is permissible to have sexual intercourse with non-Muslim
slaves, including young girls, and … it is permitted to beat them and trade in them.” The slavery
discussed here is sexualized, embodied, and female. These notes of sex, violence, and money
were echoed in mainstream media accounts with titles like “Sex Slavery Manual.” Unsurprisingly,
given its focus on violence toward slaves, MEMRI omits the query about the slave’s sexual
satisfaction and ends on a partial translation of the query about the reward for freeing a female
slave. This attention to manumission, which is explained as protecting believers from the
torments of Hell, seems at odds with the other content included but aids in portraying Muslims as
violent by emphasizing their preoccupation with “hellfire.” The translation leaves out the
immediately preceding query, a terse question about whether a female slave can buy herself from
her owner. (Answer: “Yes, it is permissible and this transaction is called ‘al-mukataba.’”) More
saliently, MEMRI’s version leaves off the final five entries, which discuss freeing slaves in order to
expiate misdeeds or fulfill oaths. Through this omission, MEMRI retains the focus on having sex
with, beating, or selling women and girls, and bypasses the pious preoccupation with gaining
reward through the act of freeing a believing slave. This concern with religious merit in treating
slaves well and freeing them where appropriate in no way mitigates, and may even highlight, the
horror of IS' basic positions on capture and enslavement. The MEMRI translation's omission of
the discussion of manumission, however, leaves readers further from understanding how IS
makes its appeals to tradition.
Conclusion: Tradition-making
It is irresponsible to ignore political, economic, and military factors that have contributed to
creating and nurturing both the ideology and the actions of IS and other violent extremist groups.
Yet to suggest that religion is merely a veneer is also unsatisfactory. Attempting to situate IS and
its practices on a spectrum from most to least Islamic is likewise futile. What is necessary is
nuanced attention to processes of tradition-making. The Islamic/un-Islamic dichotomy assumes a
static definition of Islam. Often, this definition assumes a tradition that simply emerges from a
body of texts. Practices consonant with the texts—or that are interpreted as being so—are
therefore Islamic. (The actual practices and politics of interpretation remain obscure.) Muslims
who say otherwise, as the overwhelming majority do when confronted with IS or the idea of
contemporary slavery, are insufficiently educated or fooling themselves.
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If one acknowledges the obvious—Muslim tradition is contested—questions remain about how
best to conceptualize divergences. I have argued that one must attend to notions of history as
well as authority. IS and the scholar-signatories of the letter to Baghdādī agree that early Muslims
held slaves. They deem different aspects of their practice exemplary—in Dabiq, taking, owning,
and reproducing through slaves; in the “Open Letter,” freeing them. The letter quotes qurʾānic
passages on the freeing of slaves (Q Balad 90:12–14 and Mujādilah 58:3) and declares “The
Prophet Muhammad’s Sunnah is that he freed all male and female slaves who were in his
possession or whom [sic] had been given to him.”55 Yet it is not as simple as IS = retrograde =
focus on enslavement; non-extremist scholars = respect for the present context = focus on
manumission. Both the taking of slaves and the freeing of them come to the fore in “Questions
and Answers,” which quotes the Qurʾān and gives examples regarding the freeing of slaves in
cases of specific transgressions.
Different ideas of history inform these documents. Both Dabiq and the “Open Letter” acknowledge
that the practice of slavery has historically been discontinuous. They disagree about the meaning
of its resurgence. IS congratulates itself on “The Revival of Slavery Before the Hour”—a sign that
Muslims are taking up an abandoned, righteous practice. The “Open Letter,” by contrast, deems
forbidden the “reintroduction of slavery” after it was abolished by consensus. Interestingly, these
texts combine different notions of history with similarly timeless notions of shari'ah. Followers of
idolatrous laws abandoned shari'ah and hence abandoned slavery, according to IS. For the
letter’s signatories, the shari'ah sought the abolition of slavery from the start; it merely took a
while for it to fully materialize, but when it did, it was final. It goes without saying that for both,
shari'ah determines legitimacy. Rules may change, and the letter insists that one must take
contemporary circumstances into account, but its signatories take it as axiomatic that if a practice
is to be forbidden today, the seeds of that prohibition must have been sown already in its earliest
moments. In contrast to both of these documents, the Q&A pamphlet and “The Captive” presume
a timeless, seamless notion of history in which the taking, selling, and owning of slaves is simply
part of the status quo.56 In this way, it more effectively erases the contested nature of this
practice, even as it inadvertently attests to how unfamiliar slaveholding is for its audience.
Asking new questions of these documents can help present a fuller picture of what is at stake.
One might ask, for instance, about gendered authority. Beyond the presumptions about gender,
sexuality, and ownership in the rules about enslavement and slaveholding adapted from classical
Muslim jurisprudence, there are questions about gendered authority in contemporary situations.
In the IS legal documents, in the “Open Letter” as originally released, and indeed in Wood’s
article in The Atlantic, women are absent as authorities: the scholars, whether religious
authorities or Western secular academics, are all male. Girls and women appear instead as
objects of enslavement or of rescue. Women’s agency only appears in two minor forms. One is
the Dabiq article ascribed to a woman emigrant ('Umm Sumayyah al-Muhajirah'), which, among
other claims, criticizes Muslim men who reject enslavement. The other acknowledgment of
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women’s agency comes from the brief references in Dabiq articles and IS legal texts to the
possibilities that enslaved women might convert, as well as the legal texts’ acknowledgment that
they might run away, commit punishable offenses, or buy themselves from their masters.
Both IS and its opponents draw on Muslim history, scripture, and interpretive texts and
communities as they claim legitimacy for their version of Muslim tradition. Slavery as contested
presents a useful lens through which to view this tradition-in-the-making. Debates over slavery
are global, happening online even as real bodies suffer tragically in real places. Redeeming
slaves is one issue, but it pales beside the larger concern of IS and its opponents with redeeming
Islam. It remains to be seen what form that redemption will take.
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